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Abstract

Three critical interfaces in ink jet devices are brie
described and speculations about likely problems and
means of assessing these problems offered. The 
interfaces include the nucleation volume; a polymer
metal interface and the interface derived from Stern la
adsorption. The impact of facilitated diffusion processes
the physiochemical properties of the interface is a
discussed. Investigations of the interfaces by molec
level computational simulations are proposed.

Introduction

In this paper, three critical interfaces within an ink 
device will be described from a physiochemical perspect
The intent is to aid materials design engineers and scie
in their labor.

The nucleation volume is the effective interface wh
the initial energy transfer from the heater to the immed
fluid occurs. More efficient nucleation processes throu
better coupling of the heater surface to that of the con
fluid are proposed. Surface defects spaced 10-100-nm 
should measure at least 1-nm but less than 10-nm
improved nucleation processes are desired.

The second interface of interest is the physical volu
near the polymer-oxide-ink or air adhesion joint. Tw
facilitated diffusion models for adhesion failure a
presented to the designer. The first of these propos
dissolution of the polymer-to-oxide bond that is facilitat
by a diffusion process. The rates of diffusion a
dramatically impacted by a chemical reaction. Upon 
establishment of a chemical potential differentiation, 103 to
105 rate enhancements can be expected. Under t
conditions the role of osmotic pressure should be consid
as a driver for adhesion failure.

The final interface considered is that of a deriv
interface established after prolonged contact between 
dissimilar dielectric materials. The designer is reminded
the Stern layer adsorption process in altering the wet
and subsequent performance of critical interfaces.

The Nucleation Process

For optimal device performance, a uniform vap
generation across the planar surface is desired. To ac
this uniformity, it is necessary to induce mass
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heterogeneous nucleation over the entire surface. Cu
devices nucleate heterogeneously from only a few sites 
the heater surface when water is utilized. Alcoho
solutions on the other hand form numerous sites
nucleation with no obvious correlation to particular sites
the surface. Various heater surfaces yield similar results
the two liquids suggesting that the relevant surface featu
not the chemical character of the site. The observat
support the notion that the critical surface features invo
shape or charge. Further, an observation that introdu
particles (0.1 um and larger) or roughing the surface d
not affect the nucleating behavior, suggests that the sp
region of the site is small.

10 ns

THE  NUCLEATION  PROCESSTHE  NUCLEATION  PROCESS

MARKET IMPACT:
  * RESOLUTION
  * PORTABILITY
  * SPEED
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Figure 1. p-T diagram of the Nucleation Process

Figure 1 illustrates the nucleation process as a 
diagram. For fast dT/dt conditions, homogeneous nuclea
is depicted to the right of the spinodal line and molecu
fluctuations are sufficient to cause nucleation of the fl
volume. For intermediate dT/dt conditions, dens
fluctuations in the liquid can spontaneously lead to bub
formation. This favors homogeneous nucleation in the b
of the hot fluid volume. Such a process is perhaps opera
for alcoholic liquids. The slow dT/Dt conditions illustrate
for rates of about 1-us are common in commercia
available ink jet devices.

Figure 2 depicts both the surface defect types 
impact nucleation and the critical properties of water t
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impact the spatial dimensions of the nucleation s
Investigations of the nucleation process are difficult 
impossible analytically but modern computational tools c
aid the designer greatly in this general field of interest.

ROLE OF “AT SURFACE” STRUCTUREROLE OF “AT SURFACE” STRUCTURE

STRUCTURE  OF  LIQUID:
*  THE  80%  SOLID-LIKE  CHARACTER
   DESTROYED  AT  THE  METAL OXIDE

*  WETTING  PROPERTIES  ROLE  ON
    NUCLEATION  PROCESS

*  ROLE  IN  NUCLEATION  PROCESS

un-perturbed
liquid

Perturbed
layer

metal oxide

STRUCTURE  OF  SOLID (HEATER):
*   SURFACE  DEFECTS  AS  SOURCE
*   HYDROPHOBIC  VS  HYDROPHILIC
*   CRITICAL  SIZE  FOR  NUCLEATION
*   PARAMETERS  FOR  CONTROL  OF
    NUCLEATION

MICRO-DEFECTS (e.g., 1-10 nm)

surface cavity
seed particle

sub-surface

metal oxide / metal alloy

Figure 2. Microscopic structural considerations at the surface

Polymer to Metal Adhesion

The adhesion of a polymer to a gold or metal ox
surface is common to all ink jet devices. The polyme
thick-film laminate typically includes monomers
photoinitiators and other additives. This interface must
stable for years of exposure to aqueous based inks w
also contain a number of organic solvents. 
understanding of the interface, the adhesive / cohe
properties, and chemical potential within the perturbed la
near the metal or oxide surface is highly desired.

Figure 3 depicts schematically the gradient effect
establishing a chemical potential between the polymer b
and the surface. This potential may serve to drive 
formation of concentration gradients such as that depicte
Figure 4. Such gradients upon aging of the polymer resu
polymer-polymer failures of the adhesion.

d

normal diffusion, u = 0

forced diffusion, u > 0

metal or oxide surface

polymer matrix

molecule

Figure 3. Facilitated diffusion process
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surface  of  bulk

contact  layer

polymer  matrix

surface  of  bulk

polymer  chainssmall  molecules

polymer  matrix

concentration  gradient
(e.g..., [crystalline, high Tg matrix] to [amorphic, low Tg matrix])

perturbation  layer

nanostructure

perturbation  layer

POLYMER- METAL  ADHESION
INITIAL  STATE  CHARACTERIZATION

AGED  STATE  CHARACTERIZATION

Background:

At t=0 a polymer (e.g.., acrylate polymer) is heat/pressure treated to
form an adhesive joint at the polymer to metal (e.g.., noble or oxide)
interface.

Goal:

What is the nature of the contact layer?

What is the thickness and physical nature of the perturbed layer
immediately adjacent to the contact layer?

Properties:

-cohesive and adhesive energies

-Tg of glassy bulk verses perturbed layer

-anticipated failure, nature of

-adhesion promotion

Background:

After time (long?), the interface may look like the above.  Where small
molecules (e.g.., water, air) diffuse into the polymer matrix and perhaps
establish a concentration gradient as shown.

Goal:

What is the driving potential for establishing a gradient?

What is the structure established in the intermediate layers over time?

What are the net effects on adhesion?

How to prevent or benefit from such a case?

Properties:

-bulk polymer properties in the intermediate layer verses the bulk

-time for establishing a concentration gradient

-quantitative determinations of energetics

Figure 4. Polymer-polymer failure mechanism

In Figure 5, interface failure is the result of a facilitate
diffusion of a plasticizing solvent from the ink formulation
Such agents may generate favorable osmotic press
within the solvent depleted zone of the interface leading
an eventual general failure of the adhesive. Such fail
mechanisms are difficult to investigate analytically but 
lend themselves to modern computer simulations tools.

POLYMER-OXIDE-INK (or  AIR)  INTERFACE

surface  of  bulk
metal  or  oxide

contact  layer

polymer  matrix

osmotic
pressure

Ho:  Does the osmotic pressure at
the interface exceed the adhesion
force?
How to eliminate this problem?

water
  or
  air

Figure 5. Dissolution of polymer-to-metal links

Stern Layer Adsorption

Once two dissimilar materials are placed in molecu
contact with one another, a chemical potential 
established. The magnitude and its impact on the diffus
of small molecules are important in building more reliab
ink jet devices. Figure 6, illustrates schematically t
formation of a Stern layer from the chemical potent
differences of a liquid in contact with any solid. I
conditions are right, such layers may lead to deposition 
wetting property changes in the surfaces. The impact of 
Stern layer adsorption on ink jet devices is presented 
models for simulation presented.
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HEATER OR ORIFICE
(with negative charge)

              ADSORPTION  PROCESS:

• “INK-STUFF” ADSORPTION  ON
   HEATER  OR  ORIFICE  SURFACE
• AT HEATER  >> “ KOGATION”
• AT ORIFICE  >> “ POOLING”

MARKET IMPACT:
  * IMAGE QUALITY
  * RELIABILITY
  

STERN  LAYER  ADSORPTIONSTERN  LAYER  ADSORPTION

“INK-STUFF”

UN-PERTURBED
LIQUID

CATIONIC 
COUNTER 

IONS
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MINIMIZE
BY  ALTERING
PARTITIONING

RATIOS
(e.g., add phosphates)

 Figure 6. A Stern layer adsorption interface
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Summary

The three interfaces described in brief form impact th
operating efficiency, resolution and product life
dramatically. In each case, the analytical evaluation of th
interface performance is difficult or impossible. However
the advances in computational tools over the past 5-yea
make such problems manageable.
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